SGA EXEC MINUTES
April 3, 2006

Attendance: Brenda, Becki, Adam, Sarah, Katie, Danielle, Crystal, Trista, Nate, Kate

Transitions were the main topic of discussion this morning. Board members discussed strategies and some have already started. Strategies include looking over bylaws and deciding what would be appropriate for committees, and binders containing duties, the basics, and a list of who to contact throughout the year, and struggles faced. Also, working with newly appointed secretaries to explain the changes with the new structure may be necessary. A combined meeting should be planned and a meeting of the old and new with advisors is always helpful during the transition.

SUFAC questioned what to do in terms of bylaws and if they should be doing anything to form them for next year. Once the committee is formed next year they will decide on their bylaws but it would be helpful for the current members to form recommended bylaws for them.

Election results will be approved May 1st. This gives five days for transition.

Nate and Adam participated in the weekly legislator calls. A few Exec members expressed interest and will be let know of any information so that they can be included in meetings and make calls.

Nathan’s editorial in the 4E this week involves United Council and voting No.

This weekend the United Council General Assembly is being held here.

We will be meeting regularly until elections. Next week we will discuss the amendment with GTP. If we will not be having this meeting, the decision will be emailed to everyone.